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BIOGRAPHY
What happens when fame and paparazzi mix? A chaotic jumble. Artists begin
their careers with ambition, wanting the world to hear them for who they are,

revel in their art and feel what they’re feeling – but what happens when an
artist lacks a support system? Enter Royalviewz Entertainment; an

organization that provides artists, models, and entrepreneurs with onset and
behind the curtain support. The business was founded by Gafar “Wale Abdul”
Liameed with the goal to provide artists with the best route to their desired

goals. From public relations, photo shoots and even personal support,
Royalviewz Entertainment does it all.

 
Wale Abdul, the proud owner, is an avid photographer and director who built
an empire around his childhood passion: The Arts. Having loved working with

cameras and in a festive environment, Wale Abdul is an excellent talent
hunter and has a brilliant rapport with artists looking to further their

ambitions while keeping their life at a normal pace. Having showcased
brilliant shows and exercising exceptional leadership and organization skills,
Wale Abdul has helped clients achieve their goals in an efficient manner. The
media team and professional support offered at Royalviewz Entertainment

provides exceptional support to budding and rising artists, and with
affordable rates and a friendly team, it’s quickly becoming one of the most

sought-after businesses to sign up with. Wale Abdul helps his clients to
achieve personal growth, career success, and continuously hone their skills to

achieve the stardom they’re destined for.



BRANDS
OF 

MINE

ROYAL VIEWZ

TIQTALK TV

WORTHY CLOTHING

•Interviews
•Podcast
•Promotions 
•Catered Events
•Creditable Blogs

•New Fashion
•High End Apparel
•Custom Gear
•Street Wear

•Photography
•Videography
•Events
•Artist Development
•Consultation
•Branding
 
 
 



S K I L L E D  A T :
•Photographer

•Video Director 

•Content Producer

•Brand Strategist 

•Marketing Consultant 

•Event Coordinator 

•Music Consultant 

•Model Consultant 

•Host 

•Visionary



OUR CLIENTS



CONTROLLED
PAPPARAZZI



Services & Pricing

ADVERTISING/
MARKETING
WORKSHOP
2 HRS - $300
1 ON 1'S - $800 
(INCLUDES ONE OFF)

INTERVIEWS
(PROMOTIONAL)

$250

ONE OFF'S
$500

PROMO PROJECTS
$2000 - $5000

"BUILDING BRAND AWARENESS THROUGH
CREATIVE MARKETING" - WALE ABDUL
 



SOCIAL MEDIA
WALE ABDUL

@IAMWALEABDUL

@IAMWALEABDUL

https://www.facebook.com/IAmWaleAbdul/
https://www.instagram.com/iamwaleabdul/
https://twitter.com/iamwaleabdul/

